Buddy Line
February 2021

The Newsletter of the Scarborough Underwater Club Inc.
Message from the President
As we reach the end of a very interesting and trying year, one good thing to report is that SUCI will survive to celebrate
our 60th year anniversary in 2021. Despite great challenges due to Covid-19, we continued to operate successfully as a
dive club, unlike some others. After cancelling the first few shore dives of our season, and thinking we might not even
have a dive season, we were in the water at Ivy Lea by early July. As more information became available, we all learned
to manage ever-evolving procedures and, by working with dive boat operators and the Toronto Pan Am Sports Centre,
we managed to "keep on keeping on".
During the uncertainty of the first lockdown in the spring of 2020, the SUCI Executive chose to support our dive partners
by electing to allow them to hold our funds for future dives rather than requesting refunds for our prepaid Dive
Charters. Our 1st Vice President, Rick Le Blanc, worked with dive charter operators to determine how we could dive
under the Government's Covid-19 protocols. After fearing we might not even have a dive season, his efforts enabled us
to begin the dive season in early July.
Sale of Surplus Dive Gear: Part of SUCI's operating costs pays for qualified Dive Shop Technicians to inspect and service
our training gear which we keep at TPASC. A portion of these maintenance costs are offset by sales of gear which has
been very generously donated to SUCI.
Return to TPASC: SUCI returned to the TPASC Pool with a trial run on August 5. To determine if SUCI’s dive nights could
resume, select members of the Executive, Dive Masters, Instructors, Free Divers and a few Pool supervisors volunteered
to test the new procedures required to conform to both TPASC’s and Toronto’s Covid-19 protocols. With only a few
minor glitches (forgetting to replace masks after exiting the pool and social distancing on deck) the night went very well
and we resumed our regular pool nights. During a time when many pools were closed, SUCI successfully held another
dive night in August, and two each in September, October and November.
Thank you to our "Pool Test Guinea Pigs" whose diligence and attention to detail made for a successful practice run. The
Executive would also like to thank Joanne Fischer for her work in helping to set up and fine tune the Eventbrite sign-up
procedure which was required to make reservations to enter the pool. Special recognition must be given to Instructor
Raimund Krob who put in many, many hours consulting and working with TPASC managers to enable our return to the
pool. It has been suggested that SUCI may well be the only Dive Club in Canada that was able to return to their training
pool in 2020. Without Raimund’s efforts to allay TPASC’s concerns regarding Covid-19, our return to the Dive Pool would
not have been possible.
Many thanks to Rick Leblanc for planning what looks to be an interesting and varied dive season, with outings for
experienced divers as well as for those newly certified. SUCIs 2021 Dive Season is available on our website.
Thanks also to our Training Director Jack Purchase and instructors Nancy Olmsted and Wil Perre for running our EFR
courses and keeping our volunteer Pool Supervisors certified thus reducing our pool costs.
Also, in addition to their other duties, Jack has spent quite a bit of time dealing with computer issues from our web
server and Rick keeps our website updated.
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We also would not be able to operate without our treasurer, C.P.A. Ed Rutland, who keeps the books straight and an
eye on our finances.
The Club appreciates the work of our Secretary, Nora Mark, who sets our meeting agendas and keeps us informed with
concise, well-written communications.
As I type these words, I must also recognize the work of Instructor Lauren O'Keeffe who, in addition to teaching
Discover Scuba & organizing the Open Water course, also edits this fine newsletter.
I’d like to congratulate all of the student divers who took courses with SUCI this year: Becky Murphy and Jessica Gibbard
are our newest Open Water Diver grads and Tori Charron, Bill Mitchell, Andrea Miller, Josée Lemire, and Bobby McCabe
all successfully completed their Advanced
Open Water Divers course this past
summer. Our current Open Water Students
Jason and Benjamin Knight, Ethan Denault
and Bianca Bourne completed their in-pool
scuba skills training this fall prior to our
being shut down again. Our pool supervisor
coordinator, Beverley, would like to give a
special shout-out to new member and "Pool
Supervisor" Gary Bourne for getting
daughter Bianca to all her classes. We
would also very much like to thank our
volunteer Pool Supervisors who continued
to support SUCI through these unusual
times by showing up at the North Entrance
on our last 7 pool nights, at 6:45 PM
wearing a mask, prepared for a
temperature check and the screening
questions that followed.
Although the TPASC Pool has been
temporarily shut down, it will reopen to us
in 2021. SUCI would like to thank our
members, the majority of whom have
indicated that they will stick with the club
despite the challenges we have all faced
this year. Thank you for your loyalty,
without it one of Canada’s finest Scuba
Clubs could not exist and promote this great
sport.
Diver of the Year: The SUCI executive
unanimously selected Mark Luo as the Diver
of the Year. Mark has shown dedication to
the club through his willingness to help
both in and out of the pool on various
projects and in all areas. He has shared his
extensive knowledge with many and we are
very happy to present this award to a most
worthy recipient. Thank you very much
Mark for all you have done for the club.
Mike McAllister
President
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Message from the Training Director
2020 was a SUCI training year that almost never happened! We had a full Discover Scuba Diving event planned for the
25th of March 2020. In a full lockdown, we had to cancel the event and refund the fees paid by participants. This
cancellation resulted in our having no Spring Open Water Diver Course - a first in 50 years.
However, as things began to crack open towards the end of June, we were fortunate to have a small Open Water Course
in Marmora, with 2 students who had completed their confined water dives with us in the fall of 2019. This successful
course was followed by an Advanced Open Water Diver course a month or so later - this time with 5 students.
In the third week of September, things were still looking good and we held a “Sold Out” DSD/ OWD Dive 1 training
event. Two weeks later we started 4 students in our Fall Open Water course. We were just able to complete all 5
training dives before we found ourselves once again in wave 2 lockdown.
During this non-contact period, PADI permitted EFR renewals to be completed as an online course. On Sunday,
November 15th, SUCI held its first online EFR renewal for 10 students.
I would like to thank all SUCI Training Staff for their fantastic efforts during this time with a special shout out to Raimund
and Lauren for leading the charge on our core training courses.
SUCI Training Staff act on an entirely volunteer basis, despite personal expenses to maintain their teaching credentials.
The SUCI training we completed this year contributed, in no small measure, to keeping SUCI financially afloat.
We can all see “the light at the end of the tunnel” on this pandemic. Please stay safe for the next 6 months and follow
all the public health rules and suggestions.
Jack Purchase
SUCI Training Director
PADI Master Instructor 265464

Mike McCabe
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Keep Calm and Dive On
Whenever we’re diving, safety and comfort are top priority. Conducting our Open Water and Advanced Open Water
courses during a pandemic brought
an additional layer of challenge.
However, with everyone’s cooperation, flexibility, and
determination, we were able to
complete both courses while
complying with physical distancing,
face-masking, and hand-washing
protocols as much as possible. And
everyone – staff and students alike –
had fabulous adventures, heaps of
learning, and several tonnes of fun.
Open Water: As the water at
Marmora was opaque along the
normally used old water intake pipe,
we opted instead to dive at the
north end of the lake along the
rocks. With only 2 students and one
very supportive fiancé, we
completed all the required skills and
enjoyed a rather relaxing weekend that felt more like a ‘dive weekend’. Big thanks to both Becky and Jessica who
showed tremendous flexibility in arranging their schedules to enable us to complete the course in July – much later than
originally planned. Thanks also to Jack and Nora who loaned us their pool to enable the ladies to brush up on their skills
and test their equipment before heading into Open Water.
Advanced Open Water: With blessings of the weather
gods, temperatures in the 78°F / 26°C range, and
generally good visibility, the AOW course in Brockville
was a success. With 5 divers and 3 instructors, we
completed 3 dives in Centeen Park and 2 in Ivy Lea –
which was MUCH quieter due to greatly reduced
overhead traffic on the Thousand Islands Bridge to the
US. We all greatly benefitted from the company and
expertise of past SUCI Training Director Mike McCabe
who is credited with all the pics shown here and on the
next 2 pages. Mike joined us along with his grandson
Bobby who was taking the course. Everyone made great
strides in maintaining neutral buoyancy throughout their
dives, and learned how doing so greatly benefits
underwater visibility and diving enjoyment. Special
thanks to the City of Brockville envoys who welcomed us
with gifts of tote-bags and home-made fudge, to Helen
and her staff at the Dive Brockville Adventure Centre for
providing us with truly unparalleled service, the folks at
Ivy Lea Park, and the staff at Rapid River Restaurant for
accommodating us all for a yummy Sunday morning
breakfast on their outdoor patio picnic tables.
Lauren and Raimund
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Open Water 2020

Congratulations Jessica and Becky!

Jessica

Becky

All Training photos courtesy of Mike McCabe
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Advanced Open Water 2020

Congratulations Bobby, Josée, Tori,
Andrea and Bill!

Josée, Tori, Andrea, Bill, Bobby
Friday, Lauren, Raimund
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A New Dive Buddy
I am very happy to be part of the Scarborough club as what
must be the newest member.
The sincere and thorough welcome that Beverly and Mike
gave me is much appreciated – and such an important thing
for new members. I had a chance to both correspond and
meet with Raimund, a very positive experience which should
lead to some great learning opportunities.
The pool practice sessions were a fantastic opportunity to
play with my new gear and meet everyone. What a nice
facility! It was really impressive to see the level of planning
and effort that go into coordinating during the challenge of
Covid-19 protocols.
Each person in the club that I have interacted with has been reassuring and helpful. SUCI really has a welcoming
atmosphere and everyone should be proud of what you have created.
My main activity is cycling. Diving has also been a fun part of my retirement
offering lots to learn. I spent the first few months of 2020 in Thailand and
Malaysia with lots of diving. A great start until the Covid shutdown offered
an odd twist.
This past summer I rode my bicycle across Canada with the exception of the
Atlantic provinces as they weren't taking well to visitors.
I'm looking forward to spending time with everyone next summer. It is
already looking like a busy season with lots of changes happening.

Your new dive buddy
Philip Yates
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Dive Team Searching for Lost WWII Aircraft
Fisherman Earl Lobb and
P-51 Mustang
his two friends were
The type of aircraft flow by F/O Newman
working around their
boats at South Bay in
Milford, South of Picton
Ontario. While watching
the condensation trail of
an aircraft overhead,
they noticed it begin a
steep dive. The sun
glinted off the polished
aluminum surface of the
P-51 Mustang as it
hurtled toward earth
from an estimated
20,000ft (6,100m).
According to Lobb, the aircraft attempted to pull out of the dive at about 2,000ft when the starboard wing broke off;
the plane then exploded in air and spun into the water. A rescue boat was dispatched from No. 6 Repair Depot, CFB
Trenton. All that was found were some bits of wood and rubber and an empty oxygen bottle for breathing at high
altitude.
The day was June 10, 1952 and piloting the plane had
been 23-year-old Flying Officer Barry Allen Newman
who had flown the V-12-powered fighter from Trenton
to conduct altitude tests. The remains of F/O
Newman, and much of his plane, have never been
found. The wreckage sits on the bottom of Lake
Ontario at an assumed depth of about 80ft.

Northrop Nomad Tail Recovery
Lake Muskoka, 2014

The Canadian Harvard Aircraft Association (CHAA)
Recovery Team includes Sonar and Search experts,
Pilots, Historians and Divers who have been trained in
Nautical Archaeology. In 2020, after a great deal of
research, CHAA Recovery Team Leader Walther Irie
obtained official permission from both Federal &
Provincial Governments to search for Flying Officer
Newman and his aircraft.
The search project is spearheaded by long-time CHAARecovery member Bil Thuma who has found lost
aircraft all over the world. Among his finds is a rare
WWII Northrop Nomad aircraft which he discovered
along with sonar expert Ken MacMillan. This plane was
recovered from Lake Muskoka by Canadian Forces
Divers in 2014. In Manitoba in July 2005, he also
discovered "The Ghost of Charron Lake", a 1930s
Fokker Standard Universal Aircraft. Bil is probably best
known for his discovery of a flight of B-17 bombers
and P-38 fighters. Known as the "Lost Squadron", they
Photo courtesy of Canadian Armed Forces
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went down during WWII on a ferry flight to
Europe. He used ground penetrating radar to
determine their resting place under 167ft of
ice in Greenland.
Shark Marine of St. Catharines is also an
integral part of the search for Newman and
the Mustang. They have provided a
sophisticated Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle (AUV). This robot submarine
resembles a small torpedo which, once
launched from their boat, behaves rather like
a sniffer dog sent into the woods. Conducting
a grid pattern search, it uses its sidescan
sonar to record images from the bottom of
Jim Garrington of Shark Marine pointing out the search area
the lake. Although likely covered in zebra
mussels, the largest intact part of the wreck
would be its Packard-built Rolls Royce V-12
engine which weighs 1,500 lbs. Any images of objects that might resemble the engine will be investigated by either a
diver or a camera-equipped remotelyoperated-vehicle (ROV).
Although time and equipment have been
donated, and some of the search area
has been covered, the team has started a
gofundmecampaign to cover fuel costs
and direct expenses.
Proper government authorities will be
notified for recovery should the remains
of the aircraft, or evidence of its pilot, be
found. Walther Irie, CHAA
Recovery Team leader, has
stated to the press that it is
hoped that the recovery of the
remains will bring closure to the family
of Flying Officer Newman.

SUCI & CHAA Recovery member Paul Darnbrough
checking out Shark Marine’s AUV

Mike McAllister

To read more about
this project, visit
Greg Colgan’s article
for the local paper.

CHAA Recovery Team members – Walther Irie & Ken MacMillan centre
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The Summer of 2020!
For so many, the March lockdown made the
upcoming summer look pretty dreary and, by spring,
we were getting a little tired of it all; however, our
scuba diving family and friends totally changed that!
Mid-June, Raimund and Lauren invited us to join
them diving in the St. Clair River in Point Edward. The
weather forecast was okay for the conditions needed
for the dives but it didn’t matter much because it
was such a nice feeling to go somewhere - anywhere!
Pack a bag – really? We stayed in Faulds Motel Friday
and Saturday night. Both evenings, we enjoyed a
barbecue, especially Saturday night’s fish fry from
Purdy’s store! Thanks, Rai, for being such a great
chef! Dive? Well, we did the Monarch but vis was
limited so that was it. Again, it was so much fun to do
a dive, even just one! It was a warm, clear day and
the water at depth was about 58°F – quite comfortable!

Enjoying a barbecue in Sarnia

For the long July weekend, we again went diving with Raimund and Lauren in Port Hope, on the PB Locke, using Rai’s
well-equipped boat. This is one wreck that I had never been on! This lovely schooner is now a historical site and, despite
the cold water, is a very lovely dive. Jack’s dive computer stopped suddenly so he stayed above with the dog, Friday. As I
wrote in my log book: “The big celebration was the meal of fish-n-chips at a patio in the marina restaurant – fantastic!”
Again, it was a wonderful novelty to
dive, eat out again and enjoy the
company of good friends!
Grimsby
My son, Andrew, and his wife, Vaida,
invited us to join them for an extended
weekend at a B&B in Grimsby. Andrew
has a friend who is related to the
owner of Vinifera B&B. This beautiful
house, set in a 4-acre property with
many 200-year-old trees, gorgeous
landscaping and a lovely pool, was built
in 1850 and the décor is stunning.
Breakfast is topnotch and so delicious.
We visited some wineries, ate great
patio meals, attended a drive-in movie,
and even did a Segway tour of Port
Dalhousie. Although this was my first
time riding a Segway, after a practice
session in a park parking lot, I was quite
comfortable in it - another adventure!
We also did some exploring and really
enjoyed the area of the Painted Ladies:
150-year-old picturesque homes in a
historical area. We look forward to
returning to Grimsby again!
SUCI Buddy Line
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SUCI’s 2020 Dive Season Returns!
Although things were looking grim in the spring when we had to cancel many dives, Rick and the SUCI executive did
their share of research and leg work to revive the remainder of the dive season. During this time there were many Zoom
meetings and hundreds of emails exchanged amongst ourselves and with the dive operators. Like TPASC, it was all
about protocol and keeping everyone safe. Being outside in the summer was also a big help.

Andrea and Bill on the
Georgian Explorer

Penetanguishene
Later in July, we did the Penetanguishene dives in
Georgian Bay. On Saturday, the water was dead
calm - like glass - so unusual on Georgian Bay! We
enjoyed our dives on the Maple Dawn, the
Michigan and the Marquette. Steve Wallace’s
boat, the Georgian Explorer, is such a luxury:
spacious enough to enable social distancing and
coffee/tea, cold drinks, snacks and a hot lunch are
all included!
On Sunday, conditions were not as favourable, so
we did a couple of shallow dives on the Gibson
River, which has some interesting history that
Steve shared. Years ago, this river was used for
logging and some boats were just sunk. Again, a
lovely weekend at the McAllister cottage and good
fun was had by all!
Picton Dives
On the August long weekend, we joined other SUCI
members on the Picton dives. Lee Ann, Owen,
Jack, and I stayed at a lovely Airbnb right in town.
We had a great boat and captain from ABUCS and

enjoyed the Saturday dives (City of Sheboygan and Katie Eccles)
immensely, especially the latter with her impressive bowsprit.
Unfortunately, conditions were not good for Sunday and those
dives were cancelled.
Our group had already planned to stay on Saturday night, and
some others also stayed Sunday night. Picton is a lovely area
and there is lots to see and explore, even during a pandemic.
Wineries were open and it was fun to check some of them out.
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Cottage Life
Mid-August we stayed for a
week with my family at a
great island cottage on
Lake Muskoka. It was
wonderful being together.
With 2 boys who are 2½
and 5½, a 4-week-old baby
and two dogs, there was
never a dull moment!!!
Fortunately, there was a
cabin and a bunkie which
helped to give people
additional space. The
swimming, kayaking, hiking
etc. were perfect, not to
mention our wine tasting
evenings in the gazebo!

The Mark Crew!

Tobermory
Our next dive weekend
was at Tobermory. We hit
the tail end of Hurricane
Laura, which created high winds, rain, and waves of 1.5m on Saturday morning. Despite these conditions, Captain Peter
on our favourite dive boat, the Proteus, still took us out and managed to find a quieter cove for a dive on Truellen, a
yacht that was sunk in 1972 for use as a dive site. Neat little wreck. We followed up with the Wetmore, which is always
a fun dive and then the Sweepstakes, which, for several, was their
first time on this wreck! Due to the weather conditions, tourist
boats were cancelled that day allowing us the unique opportunity
to do this easy and interesting dive.
On Sunday, with improved conditions, sunny skies, and still some
wave action, we dived on the Niagara II. I have never done this
wreck in such warm water – well into the 60’s – and great vis of at
least 40ft! Comfortable, we were able to take our time and really
enjoy it – amazing! Getting back onto the boat with the ladder
bouncing in the waves was a challenge but we all managed. We
finished off with the Caroline Rose wreck which I had only done
once before.
More Cottage Life
For the next two weekends ++, we were privileged to stay at the
cottages of close friends in Marmora area and in Georgian Bay.
We enjoyed a fun time and really appreciated the opportunity to
get away. Like so many, we also treasured the peace and quiet of
our own back yard. Being able to share our pool, especially with
the grandchildren, was also a bonus.

Mike and Jack playing ever so carefully!

Now that we are having to be more cautious with the second
wave of Covid-19, it is a comfort to know that we can always
reflect on our exciting Ontario summer of 2020!
Nora Mark
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